ACI’s 6th Arctic Shipping Summit will take place on 18th and 19th March 2015 in Montreal and will highlight the achievements of Canada’s Chairmanship of the Arctic Council and discuss the USA’s forthcoming plans.

It will review the need for improvements in infrastructure and advancements in technology as well as operational and logistical challenges encountered by shipowners and OSV operators in harsh Arctic conditions. The gathering will address key developments in transport and regulation in the Arctic as well as commercial and safety issues.

This summit, through presentations, roundtable discussion and case studies will, furthermore, examine practical solutions to Arctic shipping issues and present the latest innovations of technology in this specialised area.

Key topics of the event will include:
• Placing the Arctic in a global context
• Is the Arctic the future of global LNG shipping?
• How effective has the Arctic Search and Rescue Agreement been?
• Improving satellite coverage in the Northern Sea Route
• Commercial issues for ship operators and charterers using Arctic routes
• Future ship designs for the Arctic: What new ideas are being developed

It is expected that delegates will be drawn from ship operators, owners; coast guards and transport authorities; shipbuilders and shipyards, designers, repair companies, vendors and sub-contractors; energy and mining companies; naval architects and engineers; ice forecasters and meteorologists, ice management specialists; consultants, researchers, brokers, financiers and investors.

For the agenda readers are invited to open the attached pdf.

Further details may be found on the website: www.acius.net →ACI →Maritime→Upcoming Conferences

And by contacting

Mohammad Ahsan by e-mail on mahsan@acieu.net